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,dnswer atrl questions

(a) You are given a glass rod and a piece of siik fabric. What would happ"o if you rub the
rod with the silk fabric? Why?

(b) What is the difference between a conductor and an insulator?

(c) Sketch field lines in the following two situations.
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(d) A conduciing sphere of radius rz is given a positive charge Q. Describe the charge

distribution within the sphere and on the surface'

(e) you are given two capacitors of capacitance Cl and C2. Sketch two appropriate circuit

Ciegr:rns to increase and dec're2ss rssrl!tant capacitors'

(i) (ii)

2. {a) Define potential and kinetic energies in a thermal substance, briefly'
(i) what contributes to temperature of the substance? why?

(b) Discuss briefly the lirnits cf the Kelvin temperature scale
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(c) Write trriefly how you may prove that u,ater has much higher specific heat capacity than
iri,rr using a simpk labcraiory experirncnt
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(d) Briefly explain why water behaves dilferentiy in the temperature range, QoC - 4oC.

(e) State the methods of heat transfer. Give ,:ir: i:xample {br each.

3. State Kirchhoff s I't and 2nd laws. Find currents passing ttu'ough each of the branche s, ab, bc
and be. of the followins circuit.
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